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Description

[0001] The present invention relates to a connector of the type for holding terminal fittings pressed into a connector
housing and to a method of forming it.
[0002] A joint connector disclosed, for example, in Japanese Unexamined Patent Publication No. 2006-32220 is known
as an example of the connector of this type. This joint connector is provided with a connector housing made of synthetic
resin and having fitting recesses 2, into which mating connectors are fittable, formed at the opposite sides of a thick
partition wall 3, and the partition wall 3 is formed with a plurality of press-in holes 4 aligned at specified intervals, for
example, at each of upper and lower rows as shown in FIG. 8. Middle parts of terminal fittings each having tabs at the
opposite ends are pressed into the respective press-in holes 4, so that the terminal fittings are held while the tabs at the
both sides project into the opposite fitting recesses 2. Further, bored portions 5 are formed to prevent surface sinks in
areas of the above partition wall 3 at sides of an alignment region of the press-in holes 4.
[0003] As the intervals between terminal fittings have been narrowed to cope with an increased number of required
contacts, a phenomenon of cracking resin parts between the terminal fittings (press-in holes 4) has come to appear.
Accordingly, the present inventors sought the cause to find out the following.
[0004] As shown in an enlarged part of FIG. 8, if the terminal fittings are pressed into the press-in holes 4, compression
forces x act on the resin part between the both press-in holes 4 from left and right sides. At this time, if the partition wall
3 is formed with the bored portions 5, tensile forces y vertically act on this resin part trying to escape into the bored
portions 5. This is thought to be the cause of a crack k.
[0005] EP 1 592 091 A1 discloses one or more male terminals at least partly accommodated at one or more stages
in a terminal-accommodating portion of a male housing. The male housing is formed integrally or unitarily of a synthetic
resin. The male terminals are at least partly pressed or inserted into the terminal accommodating portion and held or
positioned therein while the opposite ends of the male terminals project from the opposite surfaces of the terminal
accommodating portion. One ore more, preferably a plurality of small and large bored holes are formed in the front and
rear surfaces of the terminal accommodating portion to make the male housing lighter.
[0006] EP 0 757 415 A2 shows a connector housing having a plurality of cavities penetrating from the front end side
to the rear end side. These cavities are separated from each other by the separating walls provided such as to reach
the rear end of the connector housing, and the contact parts of the joint terminal are designed to be inserted in each cavity.
[0007] US 2003/040224 A1 discloses a joint connector including a relay housing and joint terminals. The joint terminals
are installed in the relay housing in a direction from a power-source side connector connection portion, with the joint
terminal striding over the partitioning wall. Each of the joint terminals have tabs that project into a right accommodation
chamber and other tabs that project into a left accommodation chamber. The partitioning wall partitions the tabs in the
different accommodation chambers from each other.
[0008] GB 2 080 637 A shows a interconnect receptacle including a housing having elongate channel extending
between open ends of the housing and bordered by housing interior sidewalls. Openings are formed in bottom surface
of the housing for insertion of contacts respectively into registry with lower contact slots and upper contact slots.
[0009] The present invention was developed based on the above knowledge, and an object thereof is to prevent the
formation of cracks between press-in portions for terminal fittings.
[0010] This object is solved according to the invention by the features of the independent claims. Preferred embodi-
ments of the invention are subject of the dependent claims.
[0011] According to the invention, there is provided a connector in which a terminal holding portion formed in a connector
housing made of synthetic resin is formed with a plurality of substantially aligned press-in holes, through which terminal
fittings at least partly are pressed, and one or more bored portions are formed in one or more regions of the terminal
holding portion substantially parallel to an alignment region of the press-in holes, wherein:

one or more continuous material portions, through which the synthetic resin material forming the connector housing
is continuous, are provided at positions in the bored-portion forming regions substantially corresponding to one or
more intermediate positions between the press-in holes adjacent in the alignment direction without providing any
bored portion, wherein
a pair of continuous material portions are provided at the opposite sides of each intermediate position between the
press-in holes.

[0012] Since the continuous material portions are arranged at the opposite sides of each intermediate position between
the adjacent press-in holes without providing any bored portion, no tensile force acts if compression forces act on the
resin material between the two press-in holes when the terminal fittings are pressed into the press-in holes. The resin
material compressed between the two press-in holes can escape toward neither of the opposite sides. As a result, the
formation of a crack is prevented.
[0013] Preferably, the respective terminal fittings project substantially side by side from at least one lateral edge of a
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carrier.
[0014] The respective terminal fittings can be simultaneously pressed into the corresponding press-in holes, wherefore
a connector assembling operation becomes easier.
[0015] Further preferably, base ends of one or more terminal fittings, preferably connected with the carrier, are widened
in a specified length range to form one or more press-in portions.
[0016] Still further preferably, the one or more bored portions comprise one or more first bored portions preferably is
in the form of a horizontally long groove having a vertical width larger than the thickness of the terminal fittings, a horizontal
width of more than about 1.5 times the width of the terminal fittings and/or a depth less than about 2/3 of the thickness
of the terminal holding portion.
[0017] Further preferably, the one or more bored portions comprise one or more second bored portions making
openings in the back surface of the terminal holding portion, preferably in a fitting recess provided therein.
[0018] Still further preferably, the second bored portions are in the form of through holes having a vertical width slightly
larger than about 1.5 times that of the first bored portions.
[0019] Most preferably, one or more mounting portions are provided for one or more joint terminals comprising the
terminal fittings at one or more stages while being spaced apart by a specified distance.
[0020] According to the invention, there is further provided a method of forming or molding a connector, in particular
according to the invention or a preferred embodiment thereof, comprising the following steps:

forming a terminal holding portion in a connector housing made of synthetic resin with a plurality of substantially
aligned press-in holes,
forming one or more bored portions in one or more regions of the terminal holding portion substantially parallel to
an alignment region of the press-in holes
providing one or more continuous material portions, through which the synthetic resin material forming the connector
housing is continuous, at positions in the bored-portion forming regions substantially corresponding to one or more
intermediate positions between the press-in holes adjacent in the alignment direction without providing any bored
portion, and
at least partly pressing one or more terminal fittings into press-in holes, wherein a pair of continuous material portions
are provided at the opposite sides of each intermediate position between the press-in holes.

[0021] These and other objects, features and advantages of the present invention will become more apparent upon
reading of the following detailed description of preferred embodiments and accompanying drawings. It should be under-
stood that even though embodiments are separately described, single features thereof may be combined to additional
embodiments.

FIG. 1 is a front view of a connector according to a first embodiment of the invention,
FIG. 2 is a section along A-A of FIG. 1,
FIG. 3 is a section along B-B of FIG. 1,
FIG. 4 is an enlarged view of a region I of FIG. 1,
FIG. 5 is a front view of a connector according to a second embodiment,
FIG. 6 is an enlarged view of a region II of FIG. 5,
FIG. 7 is an enlarged view of a region III of FIG. 5, and
FIG. 8 is a front view of a conventional connector housing.

[0022] Hereinafter, preferred embodiments of the present invention are described with reference to the accompanying
drawings.

<First Embodiment>

[0023] A first preferred embodiment of the present invention is described with reference to FIGS. 1 to 4. In this
embodiment is illustrated a joint connector.
[0024] The joint connector of this embodiment includes a connector housing 20 (hereinafter, merely "housing 20")
made e.g. of synthetic resin. This connector housing 20 preferably has a rectangular parallelepipedic outer shape and
one or more fitting recesses 21, into which one or more mating female connectors (not shown) are respectively at least
partly fittable or insertable, are so formed in the (preferably substantially opposite) end surfaces with respect to longitudinal
direction LD as to face the opposite sides. The right one in FIG. 2 is referred to as a first fitting recess 21 A, and the left
one is referred to as a second fitting recess 21 B.
[0025] A thick intermediate wall 23 (as a preferred terminal holding portion) is formed between the back surfaces of
the two or more fitting recesses 21 A, 21 B, and joint terminals 10 at least partly are inserted or pressed into this
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intermediate wall 23 at one or more stages, e.g. three upper, middle or intermediate and lower stages.
[0026] As shown in FIG. 2, each joint terminal 10 is formed such that, for example, a plurality of (e.g. five) tabs 12, 13
project at (preferably substantially constant) intervals and at an angle different from 0° or 180°, preferably substantially
at right angles from each of one or both of the substantially opposite lateral edges of a narrow and long carrier 11. Here,
the tabs 12 at one side preferably are longer than the tabs 13 at the other side. The base ends of the longer tabs 12
connected with the carrier 11 preferably are widened in a specified length range to form press-in portions 15. At least
part of the front sides (right sides) of the press-in portions 15 are formed into one or more slanted edges 16, the spacing
of which is narrowed toward the front side.
[0027] One or more (e.g. three) joint terminals 10 having the above construction are prepared.
[0028] The intermediate wall 23 of the housing 20 is formed with one or more mounting portions 25 for the respective
one or more joint terminals 10 at one or more stages (preferably at three upper, middle or intermediate and lower stages)
while being spaced apart by a specified (predetermined or predeterminable) distance. Each mounting portion 25 is
formed such that the joint terminal 10 can at least partly be pressed or inserted or fitted thereinto from the side of one
fitting recess, e.g. the second fitting recess 21B, and an insertion groove 26, into which the joint terminal 10 is (preferably
substantially closely) insertable, is formed in a surface substantially corresponding to the back surface of the respective
fitting recess (e.g. the second fitting recess 21B) preferably substantially over the entire width as shown in FIG. 2. This
insertion groove 26 has a back side located at an intermediate position (preferably substantially at a middle position) of
the intermediate wall 23 in thickness direction and has a depth capable of at least partly accommodating the carrier 11.
At least one guide 27 widened toward the front side is formed at the entrance of the insertion groove 26.
[0029] One or more press-in holes 28, through which the respective tabs 12 of the joint terminal 10 can be pressed
or inserted or fitted, are formed in the back end surface of each insertion groove 26 preferably at the substantially same
intervals as the plurality of (e.g. five) tabs 12 for the sake of convenience, thereby making openings in the back surface
of the first fitting recess 21A. In other words, a plurality of (e.g. five) press-in holes 28, through which the tabs 12 at least
partly are pressed or inserted from the back side, substantially are transversely aligned at one or more stages, preferably
at each of the three upper, middle and lower stages. The respective press-in holes 28 have a depth more than about
1/3 of, preferably substantially half the thickness of the intermediate wall 23. Further, a recessed groove 29 preferably
is so formed as to connect the exits of the press-in holes 28 at each stage.
[0030] The housing 20 is formed with one or more bored portions 30 to prevent surface sinks. In the back surface of
the first fitting recess 21 A, one or more (preferably smaller) first bored portions 30S are formed preferably in one or
more (preferably two) intermediate regions 32M located between the alignment regions of the press-in holes 28 at the
one or more (preferably three) stages, and (preferably larger) second bored portions 30L are formed in a lateral (preferably
upper) region 32U adjacent to (preferably above or outside) the alignment region of the press-in holes 28 at the outermost
(upper) stage and in a lateral (preferably lower) region 32D adjacent to (preferably below or outside) the alignment region
of the press-in holes 28 at the substantially opposite outermost (lower) stage.
[0031] The respective intermediate regions 32M preferably have a height (vertical width) that is more than about twice,
preferably about four times as large as the thickness of the tabs 12 and the outermost (upper and lower) regions 32U
and 32D have an even larger height (vertical width).
[0032] Each first bored portion 30S preferably is in the form of a horizontally long groove having a vertical width
(preferably slightly) larger than the thickness of the tabs 12, a horizontal width of more than about 1.5 times (preferably
about twice) the width of the tabs 12 and/or a depth less than about 2/3 of (preferably slightly larger than half) the
thickness of the intermediate wall 23.
[0033] Preferably, a plurality of (e.g. five) of these first bored portions 30S are substantially aligned at the substantially
same intervals as the press-in holes 28 in each intermediate region 32M with the transverse centers thereof substantially
aligned with those of the press-in holes 28. In other words, continuous material portions 35, through which the synthetic
resin material forming the housing 20 is continuous or unitary or molded in one piece, are provided at positions between
the adjacent first bored portions 30S and/or at the outer sides of the first bored portions 30S at the ends of the alignments.
[0034] As shown in FIG. 3, at the back sides of the first bored portions 30S, one or more third bored portions 30X
preferably substantially in the form of grooves having the substantially same front shape as the first bored portions 30S
and/or a depth that is less than about half (preferably about one fourth) of that of the first bored portions 30S are formed
in the back surface of the second fitting recess 21 B, i.e. at the other or substantially opposite side of the intermediate
wall 23.
[0035] The second bored portions 30L preferably are in the form of through holes having a vertical width slightly larger
than about 1.5 times (preferably larger than about twice) that of the first bored portions 30S and making openings in the
back surface of the second fitting recess 21. The second bored portions 30L preferably come in a plurality of (e.g. three)
different widths.
[0036] Such second bored portions 30L are formed at positions substantially corresponding to the sides of the press-
in holes 28 in the lateral (upper and/or lower) regions 32U and 32D while being spaced apart from each other. Parts
between the adjacent second bored portions 30L are similarly continuous material portions 35, through which the synthetic
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resin material forming the housing 20 is continuous or unitary or molded in one piece, and are located at the sides of
the corresponding parts between the adjacent press-in holes 28.
[0037] In short, in the back surface of the first fitting recess 21A, the one or more rows of the press-in holes 28 are
formed at three separate stages and the bored portions 30 are provided at the substantially opposite sides of the alignment
regions of the press-in holes 28 at the respective stage(s). However, no bored portions are formed laterally of (above
and/or below) the intermediate positions between the press-in holes 28 adjacent in the alignment direction AD at the
respective stage(s) and the continuous material portion(s) 35, through which the synthetic resign material forming the
housing 20 is continuous or unitary or molded in one piece, is/are provided there.
[0038] One or more lock holes 37 used to lock the mating connectors fitted into the fitting recesses 21A, 21B are
formed in one or more side surfaces of the both fitting recesses 21A, 21B. Further, a socket portion 38 preferably used
to mount the housing 20 by being at least partly inserted into or mounted to a bracket provided on a body, equipment
or the like is provided on the upper surface of the housing 20.
[0039] Functions and effects of this embodiment are as follows.
[0040] Upon mounting the joint terminal 10 into the housing 20, the joint terminal 10 is at least partly inserted in an
inserting direction ID into the second fitting recess 21B with the (preferably longer) tabs 12 heading forward and further
inserted into the corresponding mounting portion 25. As the insertion proceeds, the respective longer tabs 12 are at
least partly inserted into the corresponding press-in holes 28 after passing the insertion groove 26. Toward the final
stage of the insertion, the press-in portions 15 at the base ends of the tabs 12 substantially face the entrances of the
press-in holes 28. As the joint terminal 10 is further pushed in, the press-in portions 15 are pressed preferably such that
the one or more slanted edges 16 thereof bite in or engage the opposite side walls of the press-in holes 28. When the
carrier 11 is fitted into the insertion groove 26 until coming substantially into contact with the back surface of the insertion
groove 26, this press-in operation is stopped.
[0041] In this way, preferably at each stage, the joint terminal 10 is held while the carrier 11 is (preferably substantially
completely) embedded in the intermediate wall 23 at the side toward the second fitting recess 21 B and the longer tabs
12 and the shorter tabs 13 respectively project into the first fitting recess 21 A and the second fitting recess 21 B.
[0042] Here, when the respective tabs 12 of the joint terminal 10 preferably are substantially simultaneously pressed
into the corresponding press-in holes 28 at each stage, compression forces x act on the resin material between the
transversely adjacent press-in holes 28 as shown in FIG. 4, which is an enlarged view of a region I of FIG. 1. Since the
continuous or unitary material portions 35, through which the synthetic resin material is continuous or unitary or molded
or formed in one piece, are provided above and below the intermediate position between the two press-in holes 28
without providing any bored portion, no tensile force acts in vertical direction unlike the case where the bored portions
30 are provided. As a result, the formation of a crack in the resin material between the two press-in holes 28 is prevented.
[0043] Accordingly, to prevent the formation of cracks between press-in portions for terminal fittings, an intermediate
wall 23 serving as the back surface of a fitting recess 21 A for a mating connector is formed with one or more alignments
of press-in holes 28, through which one or more tabs 12 of a joint terminal 10 are pressed. One or more bored-portion
forming regions 32M are set adjacent to (preferably above and/or below) alignment regions for the press-in holes 28. In
the regions 32M, continuous material portions 35, through which a synthetic resin material forming a housing 20 is
continuous or unitary or molded or formed in one piece, are provided at positions adjacent to (preferably above and/or
below) one or more intermediate positions between the press-in holes 28 adjacent in an alignment direction AD without
providing any bored portion. When the tabs 12 at least partly are pressed or fitted into the press-in holes 28, compression
forces x act on the resin material between the adjacent (left and right) press-in holes 28 from lateral (left and right) sides.
However, since the continuous material portions 35 are provided adjacent to (above and below) the intermediate position
between the two press-in holes 28, notensile force acts in vertical direction unlike the case where bored portions 30 are
provided. As a result, the formation of a crack in the resin material between the two press-in holes 28 is prevented.

<Second Embodiment>

[0044] Next, a second preferred embodiment of the present invention is described with reference to FIGS. 5 to 7.
[0045] The second embodiment substantially differs from the first embodiment in the shape of first bored portions
30Sa formed in the two intermediate regions 32M.
[0046] Specifically, the first bored portions 30Sa of the second embodiment largely differ from the first bored portions
30S of the first embodiment only in the transverse width and, accordingly, one or more (e.g. three) first bored portions
30Sa are arranged at intervals in the intermediate region 32M as shown. The transverse widths of the first bored portions
30Sa are increased preferably to maximally enlarge molding pins for forming the first bored portions 30Sa for an increase
in the strengths of these molding pins.
[0047] As a result of the above construction, the first bored portions 30Sa are present in some of parts adjacent to
(preferably above and/or below) the intermediate positions between the adjacent press-in holes 28 in the both intermediate
regions 32M.
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[0048] However, in a formation range (region II of FIG. 5) of the specific adjacent press-in holes 28 (e.g. second and
third press-in holes 28 from left at the lower stage), continuous material portions 35, through which the synthetic resin
material is continuous or unitary or molded or formed in one piece, are provided adjacent to (substantially above and
below) the intermediate position between the two press-in holes 28 without providing any bored portion. Thus, even if
compression forces x act on the resin material between the transversely adjacent press-in holes 28 from lateral (left
and/or right) sides as the tabs 12 are pressed in, no tensile force acts in vertical direction as in the first embodiment as
enlargedly shown in FIG. 6, with the result that the formation of a crack in the resin material between the two press-in
holes 28 is prevented.
[0049] Further, in a formation range (region III of FIG. 5) of the other specific adjacent press-in holes 28 (e.g. third
and fourth press-in holes 28 from left at the upper stage), as enlargedly shown in FIG. 7, the continuous material portion
35 is provided above the intermediate position between the lateral (left and right) press-in holes 28 without providing
any bored portion although the first bored portion 30Sa is present below this intermediate position. Thus, even if com-
pression forces x act on the resin material between the transversely adjacent press-in holes 28 from left and right sides
as the tabs 12 are pressed in, tensile force y acts only downward, wherefore no crack is made in the resin material
between the two press-in holes 28.
[0050] Accordingly, the formation of cracks in the resin material is effectively prevented as a whole in the second
embodiment as well.

<Other Embodiments>

[0051] The present invention is not limited to the above described and illustrated embodiment. For example, the
following embodiments are also embraced by the technical scope of the present invention as defined by the claims.
Besides the following embodiments, various changes can be made without departing from the scope and gist of the
present claims.

(1) The numbers of the tabs in the alignment direction AD and the number of stages of the tabs shown in the foregoing
embodiments are merely examples, and the present invention is similarly applicable to cases where the number of
the aligned tabs and the number of the stages are set differently.
(2) The present invention is applicable not only to the joint connectors illustrated in the foregoing embodiments, but
also similarly applicable to intermediate connectors for connecting two connectors, in which tab-shaped terminal
fittings at least partly are pressed in or fitted to be mounted. In some of intermediate connectors, adjacent terminal
fittings may be separated. Even in such a case, the problem of cracks similarly occurs, particularly, if a plurality of
aligned terminal fittings are simultaneously pressed in using a jig or the like. Therefore, the present invention can
be an effective solution.
(3) The present invention is also applicable to circuit board connectors constructed such that a multitude of tab-
shaped terminal fittings are pressed in to be mounted.

LIST OF REFERENCE NUMERALS

[0052]

10 joint terminal
11 carrier
12 tab (terminal fitting)
15 press-in portion
20 connector housing
21A, 21B fitting recess
23 intermediate wall (terminal holding portion)
25 mounting portion
28 press-in hole
30, 30S, 30Sa, 30L bored portion
32M, 32U, 32D bored-portion forming region
35 continuous material portion

Claims

1. A connector in which a terminal holding portion (23) formed in a connector housing (20) made of synthetic resin is
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formed with a plurality of substantially aligned press-in holes (28), through which terminal fittings (12) at least partly
are pressed, and one or more bored portions (30) are formed in one or more regions of the terminal holding portion
(23) substantially parallel to an alignment region (AD) of the press-in holes (28), wherein:

one or more continuous material portions (35), through which the synthetic resin material forming the connector
housing (20) is continuous, are provided at positions in the bored-portion forming regions (30) substantially
corresponding to one or more intermediate positions between the press-in holes (28) adjacent in the alignment
direction (AD) without providing any bored portion
characterized in that
a pair of continuous material portions (35) are provided at the opposite sides of each intermediate position
between the press-in holes (28).

2. A connector according to claim 1, wherein the respective terminal fittings (12) project substantially side by side from
at least one lateral edge of a carrier (11).

3. A connector according to claim 2, wherein base ends of one or more terminal fittings (12), preferably connected
with the carrier (11), are widened in a specified length range to form one or more press-in portions (15).

4. A connector according to one or more of the preceding claims, wherein the one or more bored portions (30) comprise
one or more first bored portions (30S) preferably in the form of a horizontally long groove having a vertical width
larger than the thickness of the terminal fittings (12), a horizontal width of more than about 1.5 times the width of
the terminal fittings (12) and/or a depth less than about 2/3 of the thickness of the terminal holding portion (23).

5. A connector according to one or more of the preceding claims, wherein the one or more bored portions (30) comprise
one or more second bored portions (30L) making openings in the back surface of the terminal holding portion (23),
preferably in a fitting recess (21) provided therein.

6. A connector according to claim 5 in combination with claim 4, wherein the second bored portions (30L) are in the
form of through holes having a vertical width slightly larger than about 1.5 times that of the first bored portions (30S).

7. A connector according to one or more of the preceding claims, wherein one or more mounting portions (25) are
provided for one or more joint terminals (10) comprising the terminal fittings (12) at one or more stages while being
spaced apart by a specified distance.

8. A method of forming a connector comprising the following steps:

forming a terminal holding portion (23) in a connector housing (20) made of synthetic resin with a plurality of
substantially aligned press-in holes (28),
forming one or more bored portions (30) in one or more regions of the terminal holding portion (23) substantially
parallel to an alignment region (AD) of the press-in holes (28)
providing one or more continuous material portions (35), through which the synthetic resin material forming the
connector housing (20) is continuous, at positions in the bored-portion forming regions (30) substantially cor-
responding to one or more intermediate positions between the press-in holes (28) adjacent in the alignment
direction (AD) without providing any bored portion (30), and
at least partly pressing one or more terminal fittings (12) into press-in holes (28)
characterized in that
a pair of continuous material portions (35) are provided at the opposite sides of each intermediate position
between the press-in holes (28).

Patentansprüche

1. Verbinder, bei dem ein Anschlusshalteabschnitt (23), der in einem aus Kunstharz bestehendem Verbindergehäuse
(20) gebildet ist, mit einer Mehrzahl von im Wesentlichen ausgerichteten Einpresslöchern (28) gebildet ist, durch
die Anschlusspassstücke bzw. -kontakte (12) zumindest teilweise gepresst werden, und ein oder mehrere Bohrab-
schnitte (30) in einem oder mehreren Bereichen des Anschlusshalteabschnitts (23) im Wesentlichen parallel zu
einem Ausrichtungsbereich (AD) der Einpresslöcher (28) gebildet sind, wobei:
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ein oder mehrere Abschnitte (35) kontinuierlichen bzw. durchgängigen Materials, durch die das Kunstharzma-
terial, welches das Verbindergehäuse (20) bildet, durchgängig ist, an Positionen in den Bohrabschnitt bildenden
Bereichen (30) im Wesentlichen entsprechend einer oder mehreren Zwischenpositionen zwischen den Ein-
presslöchern (28) angrenzend bzw. benachbart in der Ausrichtungsrichtung (AD) vorgesehen sind, ohne einen
Bohrabschnitt bereitzustellen,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
ein Paar Abschnitte (35) durchgängigen Materials an den gegenüberliegenden bzw. entgegengesetzten Seiten
jeder Zwischenposition zwischen den Einpresslöchern (28) vorgesehen ist.

2. Verbinder nach Anspruch 1, wobei die jeweiligen Anschlusspassstücke (12) im Wesentlichen Seite an Seite von
zumindest einer lateralen Kante bzw. Rand eines Trägers (11) vorragen.

3. Verbinder nach Anspruch 2, wobei Basisenden eines oder mehrerer Anschlusspassstücke (12), vorzugsweise mit
dem Träger (11) verbunden, in einem spezifizierten Längenbereich verbreitert sind, um einen oder mehrere Ein-
pressabschnitte (15) zu bilden.

4. Verbinder nach einem oder mehreren der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wobei der eine oder die mehreren Bohrab-
schnitte (30) einen oder mehrere erste Bohrabschnitte (30S) vorzugsweise in der Form einer horizontal langen bzw.
länglichen Nut bzw. Rille umfassen, die eine vertikale Breiter größer als die Dicke der Anschlusspassstücke (12),
eine horizontale Breite von mehr als ca. 1,5 Mal die Breite der Anschlusspassstücke (12) und/oder eine Tiefe von
weniger als ca. 2/3 der Dicke des Anschlusshalteabschnitts (23) aufweist.

5. Verbinder nach einem oder mehreren der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wobei der eine oder die mehreren Bohrab-
schnitte (30) einen oder mehrere zweite Bohrabschnitte (30L) umfassen, die Öffnungen in der Rückfläche bzw.
-oberfläche des Anschlusshalteabschnitts (23), vorzugsweise in einer darin vorgesehenen Passaussparung (21)
bilden.

6. Verbinder nach Anspruch 5 in Kombination mit Anspruch 4, wobei die zweiten Bohrabschnitte (30L) die Form von
Durchgangslöchern mit einer vertikalen Breite aufweisen, die etwas größer als 1,5 Mal diejenige der ersten Bohr-
abschnitte (30S) ist.

7. Verbinder nach einem oder mehreren der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wobei ein oder mehrere Montageabschnitte
(25) für einen oder mehrere Verbindungsanschlüsse bzw. verbundene Anschlüsse (10), welche die Anschlus-
spassstücke (12) umfassen, an einer oder mehreren Stufen vorgesehen und um einen spezifizierten Abstand von-
einander beabstandet sind.

8. Verfahren zum Bilden eines Verbinders, umfassend die folgenden Schritte:

Bilden eines Anschlusshalteabschnitts (23) in einem aus Kunstharz bestehendem Verbindergehäuse (20) mit
einer Mehrzahl von im Wesentlichen ausgerichteten Einpresslöchern (28),
Bilden eines oder mehrerer Bohrabschnitte (30) in einem oder mehreren Bereichen des Anschlusshalteab-
schnitts (23) im Wesentlichen parallel zu einem Ausrichtungsbereich (AD) der Einpresslöcher (28),
Bereitstellen eines oder mehrerer Abschnitte (35) kontinuierlichen bzw. durchgängigen Materials, durch die das
Kunstharzmaterial, welches das Verbindergehäuse (20) bildet, durchgängig ist, an Positionen in den Bohrab-
schnitt bildenden Bereichen (30) im Wesentlichen entsprechend einer oder mehreren Zwischenpositionen zwi-
schen den Einpresslöchern (28) angrenzend bzw. benachbart in der Ausrichtungsrichtung (AD), ohne einen
Bohrabschnitt (30) bereitzustellen, und
zumindest teilweises Pressen eines oder mehrerer Anschlusspassstücke (12) in Einpresslöcher (28),
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
ein Paar Abschnitte (35) durchgängigen Materials an den gegenüberliegenden bzw. entgegengesetzten Seiten
jeder Zwischenposition zwischen den Einpresslöchern (28) vorgesehen ist.

Revendications

1. Connecteur dans lequel une portion de retenue de borne (23) formée dans un boîtier de connecteur (20) fabriqué
en résine synthétique est formée avec une multiplicité de trous d’insertion sensiblement alignés (28), à travers
lesquels des raccords de borne (12) sont au moins en partie insérés, et une ou plusieurs portions percées (30) sont
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formées dans une ou plusieurs zones de la portion de retenue de borne (23) sensiblement parallèles à une zone
d’alignement (AD) des trous d’insertion (28), dans lequel :

une ou plusieurs portions de matériau continu (35), à travers lesquelles le matériau de résine synthétique
formant le boîtier de connecteur (20) est continu, sont fournies à des positions dans les zones formant la portion
percée (30) correspondant sensiblement à une ou plusieurs positions intermédiaires entre les trous d’insertion
(28) adjacents dans la direction d’alignement (AD) sans fournir une portion percée
caractérisé en ce
qu’une paire de portions de matériau continu (35) est fournie aux côtés opposés de chaque position intermédiaire
entre les trous d’insertion (28).

2. Connecteur selon la revendication 1, dans lequel les raccords de borne respectifs (12) dépassent sensiblement
côte à côte d’au moins un bord latéral d’un support (11).

3. Connecteur selon la revendication 2, dans lequel des extrémités de base d’un ou plusieurs raccords de borne (12),
de préférence connectées au support (11), sont élargies dans une plage de longueur spécifiée pour former une ou
plusieurs portions d’insertion (15).

4. Connecteur selon l’une ou plusieurs des revendications précédentes, dans lequel la ou les portions percées (30)
comprennent une ou plusieurs premières portions percées (30S) de préférence sous forme d’une rainure longue
horizontalement présentant une largeur verticale supérieure à l’épaisseur des raccords de borne (12), une largeur
horizontale supérieure à environ 1,5 fois la largeur des raccords de borne (12) et/ou une profondeur inférieure à
environ 2/3 de l’épaisseur de la portion de retenue de borne (23).

5. Connecteur selon l’une ou plusieurs des revendications précédentes, dans lequel la ou les portions percées (30)
comprennent une ou plusieurs secondes portions percées (30L) faisant des ouvertures dans la surface arrière de
la portion de retenue de borne (23), de préférence dans un évidement ajusté (21) fourni dans celles-ci.

6. Connecteur selon la revendication 5 en combinaison avec la revendication 4, dans lequel les secondes portions
percées (30L) sont sous forme de trous traversants présentant une largeur verticale légèrement supérieure à environ
1,5 fois celle des premières portions percées (30S).

7. Connecteur selon l’une ou plusieurs des revendications précédentes, dans lequel une ou plusieurs portions de
montage (25) sont fournies pour une ou plusieurs bornes de jonction (10) comprenant les raccords de borne (12)
à un ou plusieurs étages tout en étant séparées par une distance spécifiée.

8. Méthode de fabrication d’un connecteur comprenant les étapes suivantes :

former une portion de retenue de borne (23) dans un boîtier de connecteur (20) fabriqué en résine synthétique
avec une multiplicité de trous d’insertion sensiblement alignés (28),
former une ou plusieurs portions percées (30) dans une ou plusieurs zones de la portion de retenue de borne
(23) essentiellement parallèles à une zone d’alignement (AD) des trous d’insertion (28)
fournir une ou plusieurs portions de matériau continu (35), à travers lesquelles le matériau de résine synthétique
formant le boîtier de connecteur (20) est continu, à des positions dans les zones formant la portion percée (30)
essentiellement correspondant à une ou plusieurs positions intermédiaires entre les trous d’insertion (28) ad-
jacents dans la direction d’alignement (AD) sans fournir une portion percée (30), et
au moins en partie insérer un ou plusieurs raccords de borne (12) dans des trous d’insertion (28)
caractérisé en ce
qu’une paire de portions de matériau continu (35) est fournie aux côtés opposés de chaque position intermédiaire
entre les trous d’insertion (28).
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